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⌧i =
16⇡

g2dk

m3
d

�m2(mi +md)2
<latexit sha1_base64="EuzmpJ3BcRtyjAvW+RdD865grtA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EuzmpJ3BcRtyjAvW+RdD865grtA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EuzmpJ3BcRtyjAvW+RdD865grtA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EuzmpJ3BcRtyjAvW+RdD865grtA=">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</latexit>

g2dk�m2 = 16⇡↵i(1 +md/mi)
�2

<latexit sha1_base64="yH0dgPaAK9Y/WcMtf0KFB7FJXZw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yH0dgPaAK9Y/WcMtf0KFB7FJXZw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yH0dgPaAK9Y/WcMtf0KFB7FJXZw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yH0dgPaAK9Y/WcMtf0KFB7FJXZw=">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</latexit>

(↵i = mi/⌧i)
<latexit sha1_base64="qnkIJSzZwm/XGZkOMYLvWQHAhlQ=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUQ8evAwGIV7i7hqSeBCCXjxGMA/ILkvvZJIMmX0wMyuEkIu/4sWDIl79DG/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPOpDLNDyOztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3WjJKBKFNEvFIdHyQlLOQNhVTnHZiQSHwOW37o6vUb99RIVkU3qpxTN0ABiHrMwJKS17+oOgAj4fgMXyBA4+dOgoSj514+YJZOq9V7HIFmyXTrFq2lRK7Wj4rY0srKQpogYaXf3d6EUkCGirCQcquZcbKnYBQjHA6zTmJpDGQEQxoV9MQAirdyeyBKT7WSg/3I6ErVHimfp+YQCDlOPB1ZwBqKH97qfiX101Uv+ZOWBgnioZkvqifcKwinKaBe0xQovhYEyCC6VsxGYIAonRmOR3C16f4f9KyS5ZZsm7KhfrlIo4sOkRHqIgsVEV1dI0aqIkImqIH9ISejXvj0XgxXuetGWMxs49+wHj7BFrKlZ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qnkIJSzZwm/XGZkOMYLvWQHAhlQ=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUQ8evAwGIV7i7hqSeBCCXjxGMA/ILkvvZJIMmX0wMyuEkIu/4sWDIl79DG/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPOpDLNDyOztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3WjJKBKFNEvFIdHyQlLOQNhVTnHZiQSHwOW37o6vUb99RIVkU3qpxTN0ABiHrMwJKS17+oOgAj4fgMXyBA4+dOgoSj514+YJZOq9V7HIFmyXTrFq2lRK7Wj4rY0srKQpogYaXf3d6EUkCGirCQcquZcbKnYBQjHA6zTmJpDGQEQxoV9MQAirdyeyBKT7WSg/3I6ErVHimfp+YQCDlOPB1ZwBqKH97qfiX101Uv+ZOWBgnioZkvqifcKwinKaBe0xQovhYEyCC6VsxGYIAonRmOR3C16f4f9KyS5ZZsm7KhfrlIo4sOkRHqIgsVEV1dI0aqIkImqIH9ISejXvj0XgxXuetGWMxs49+wHj7BFrKlZ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qnkIJSzZwm/XGZkOMYLvWQHAhlQ=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUQ8evAwGIV7i7hqSeBCCXjxGMA/ILkvvZJIMmX0wMyuEkIu/4sWDIl79DG/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPOpDLNDyOztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3WjJKBKFNEvFIdHyQlLOQNhVTnHZiQSHwOW37o6vUb99RIVkU3qpxTN0ABiHrMwJKS17+oOgAj4fgMXyBA4+dOgoSj514+YJZOq9V7HIFmyXTrFq2lRK7Wj4rY0srKQpogYaXf3d6EUkCGirCQcquZcbKnYBQjHA6zTmJpDGQEQxoV9MQAirdyeyBKT7WSg/3I6ErVHimfp+YQCDlOPB1ZwBqKH97qfiX101Uv+ZOWBgnioZkvqifcKwinKaBe0xQovhYEyCC6VsxGYIAonRmOR3C16f4f9KyS5ZZsm7KhfrlIo4sOkRHqIgsVEV1dI0aqIkImqIH9ISejXvj0XgxXuetGWMxs49+wHj7BFrKlZ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qnkIJSzZwm/XGZkOMYLvWQHAhlQ=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUQ8evAwGIV7i7hqSeBCCXjxGMA/ILkvvZJIMmX0wMyuEkIu/4sWDIl79DG/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPOpDLNDyOztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3WjJKBKFNEvFIdHyQlLOQNhVTnHZiQSHwOW37o6vUb99RIVkU3qpxTN0ABiHrMwJKS17+oOgAj4fgMXyBA4+dOgoSj514+YJZOq9V7HIFmyXTrFq2lRK7Wj4rY0srKQpogYaXf3d6EUkCGirCQcquZcbKnYBQjHA6zTmJpDGQEQxoV9MQAirdyeyBKT7WSg/3I6ErVHimfp+YQCDlOPB1ZwBqKH97qfiX101Uv+ZOWBgnioZkvqifcKwinKaBe0xQovhYEyCC6VsxGYIAonRmOR3C16f4f9KyS5ZZsm7KhfrlIo4sOkRHqIgsVEV1dI0aqIkImqIH9ISejXvj0XgxXuetGWMxs49+wHj7BFrKlZ0=</latexit>

left-handed active neutrino?visible neutrino decay

Bounds from K-decays put a limit on gdk
Barger, Keung, Pakvasa, PRD 25 (1982)

(g2dk < 2.4⇥ 10�4)
<latexit sha1_base64="SuQFoOS5ooaHeV6m+/O5h6m3+r0=">AAACB3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQF4ak1Be4KLpxWcHWQpuGyWTSDp08mJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GaRuhih64cDjnXu69x40ZFdI0P7XC3PzC4lJxubSyura+oW9utUSUcEyaOGIRb7tIEEZD0pRUMtKOOUGBy8itO7wc+7d3hAsahTdyFBM7QP2Q+hQjqSRH3630ndQbZr0qPIdVo9aVNCACWmYvPaxlB45eNg1zAjhDjkzr7NiCVq6UQY6Go390vQgnAQklZkiIjmXG0k4RlxQzkpW6iSAxwkPUJx1FQ6S22enkjwzuK8WDfsRVhRJO1NmJFAVCjAJXdQZIDsRvbyz+5XUS6Z/aKQ3jRJIQTxf5CYMyguNQoEc5wZKNFEGYU3UrxAPEEZYqupIK4ftT+D9pVQ3LNKzrWrl+kcdRBDtgD1SABU5AHVyBBmgCDO7BI3gGL9qD9qS9am/T1oKWz2yDH9DevwB2+Zch</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuQFoOS5ooaHeV6m+/O5h6m3+r0=">AAACB3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQF4ak1Be4KLpxWcHWQpuGyWTSDp08mJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GaRuhih64cDjnXu69x40ZFdI0P7XC3PzC4lJxubSyura+oW9utUSUcEyaOGIRb7tIEEZD0pRUMtKOOUGBy8itO7wc+7d3hAsahTdyFBM7QP2Q+hQjqSRH3630ndQbZr0qPIdVo9aVNCACWmYvPaxlB45eNg1zAjhDjkzr7NiCVq6UQY6Go390vQgnAQklZkiIjmXG0k4RlxQzkpW6iSAxwkPUJx1FQ6S22enkjwzuK8WDfsRVhRJO1NmJFAVCjAJXdQZIDsRvbyz+5XUS6Z/aKQ3jRJIQTxf5CYMyguNQoEc5wZKNFEGYU3UrxAPEEZYqupIK4ftT+D9pVQ3LNKzrWrl+kcdRBDtgD1SABU5AHVyBBmgCDO7BI3gGL9qD9qS9am/T1oKWz2yDH9DevwB2+Zch</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuQFoOS5ooaHeV6m+/O5h6m3+r0=">AAACB3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQF4ak1Be4KLpxWcHWQpuGyWTSDp08mJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GaRuhih64cDjnXu69x40ZFdI0P7XC3PzC4lJxubSyura+oW9utUSUcEyaOGIRb7tIEEZD0pRUMtKOOUGBy8itO7wc+7d3hAsahTdyFBM7QP2Q+hQjqSRH3630ndQbZr0qPIdVo9aVNCACWmYvPaxlB45eNg1zAjhDjkzr7NiCVq6UQY6Go390vQgnAQklZkiIjmXG0k4RlxQzkpW6iSAxwkPUJx1FQ6S22enkjwzuK8WDfsRVhRJO1NmJFAVCjAJXdQZIDsRvbyz+5XUS6Z/aKQ3jRJIQTxf5CYMyguNQoEc5wZKNFEGYU3UrxAPEEZYqupIK4ftT+D9pVQ3LNKzrWrl+kcdRBDtgD1SABU5AHVyBBmgCDO7BI3gGL9qD9qS9am/T1oKWz2yDH9DevwB2+Zch</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuQFoOS5ooaHeV6m+/O5h6m3+r0=">AAACB3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQF4ak1Be4KLpxWcHWQpuGyWTSDp08mJkIJWTnxl9x40IRt/6CO//GaRuhih64cDjnXu69x40ZFdI0P7XC3PzC4lJxubSyura+oW9utUSUcEyaOGIRb7tIEEZD0pRUMtKOOUGBy8itO7wc+7d3hAsahTdyFBM7QP2Q+hQjqSRH3630ndQbZr0qPIdVo9aVNCACWmYvPaxlB45eNg1zAjhDjkzr7NiCVq6UQY6Go390vQgnAQklZkiIjmXG0k4RlxQzkpW6iSAxwkPUJx1FQ6S22enkjwzuK8WDfsRVhRJO1NmJFAVCjAJXdQZIDsRvbyz+5XUS6Z/aKQ3jRJIQTxf5CYMyguNQoEc5wZKNFEGYU3UrxAPEEZYqupIK4ftT+D9pVQ3LNKzrWrl+kcdRBDtgD1SABU5AHVyBBmgCDO7BI3gGL9qD9qS9am/T1oKWz2yDH9DevwB2+Zch</latexit>

�m2 > 0.7eV2
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Neutrino Decay as a Solution to 
Atmospheric Neutrino Problem
The idea that neutrino decay could have a role in atmospheric
neutrinos was first introduced in 
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Abstract

The atmospheric neutrino anomaly is the apparent reduction of the νµ/νe
ratio observed in underground detectors. It represents either a reduction
in the muon neutrino interaction rate or an excess of the electron neutrino
interaction rate, or both.

Unable to answer the question of “What else could it be?” this paper
explores a number of alternatives which do not seem to be viable. Various

methods to reduce the apparent muon rate or to increase the apparent electron
rate are discussed.

Perhaps our bias that the interactions are due to neutrinos of atmospheric

origin is incorrect. Both of these assumptions need to be confirmed. Efforts
to reduce uncertainties in the estimated atmospheric neutrino flux would also

help to narrow the possibilities further.
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FIG. 3. Angular distribution of νµ interactions for the neutrino decay hypothesis. The lifetime

was taken as τ
m = 0.033 sec/GeV to enhance the effect. The momentum is taken as 750 MeV/c.
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Visible Neutrino Decay with Mixing 
and Atmospheric Neutrino Problem
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Neutrino Decay as an Explanation of
Atmospheric Neutrino Observations
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We show that the observed zenith angle dependence of
the atmospheric neutrinos can be accounted for by neutrino
decay. Furthermore, it is possible to account for all neutrino
anomalies with just three flavors.

I. NEUTRINO DECAY PHENOMENOLOGY

According to the analysis by the Super-Kamiokande
(SK) Collaboration [1] of their atmospheric neutrino
data, the L/E dependence of the νµ data is well ac-
counted for by νµ oscillation into ντ (or a sterile neutrino
νst) with a mixing angle sin2 2θ >

∼ 0.8 and a δm2 in the
range 3×10−4–8×10−3 eV2. The νµ survival probability
in vacuum is given by

Pµµ = 1− sin2 2θ sin2(δm2L/4E) . (1)

According to the data and in this simple two flavor
mixing hypothesis, the νe channel is unaffected and hence
the survival probability Pee = 1. The interpretation of
the atmospheric neutrino data in terms of oscillations is
an old and venerable proposal [2].
It is obviously an important question to ask whether

νµ oscillation is the only possible explanation for the ob-
served L/E dependence. Several other interpretations
have been offered [3]. In this Letter we raise another
possibility - neutrino decay.
We begin by noting that decay implies a non-zero mass

difference between two neutrino states and thus, in gen-
eral, mixing as well. For definiteness, let us assume the
existence of just three light neutrinos, and label as ν1, ν2,
and ν3 that mass eigenstate with the largest admixture
in the flavor state νe, νµ, and ντ , respectively. We further
assume the dominant component of νµ, i.e. ν2, to be the
only unstable state, with a rest-frame lifetime τ0. There
are strong limits coming from the nonobservation of π
and K decay to anomalous final states containing e±’s
on the participation of νe in non–SM vertices [4]. Con-
sequently, νe must nearly decouple from the unstable ν2
and its decay partner ν3, and we are led to νe ≈ ν1, and

νµ ≈ cos θ ν2 + sin θ ν3 , (2)

with m2 > m3. From Eq. (2) with an unstable ν2, the
νµ survival probability is

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E)

+ 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ exp(−αL/2E) cos(δm2L/2E) , (3)

where δm2 = m2
2 −m2

3 and α = m2/τ0.
If, as we argue later, δm2 > 0.1 eV2, then

cos(δm2L/2E) effectively averages to zero for atmo-
spheric neutrinos and Pµµ becomes

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E) . (4)
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FIG. 1. The Super-Kamiokande data/expectations as a
function of L/E, for electron events (upper) and muon events
(lower). Our model normalized to the electron flux total is
shown by the lines, indicating an acceptable fit for decaying
muon neutrinos.

We find that it is possible to choose θ and α to provide
a good fit to the Super-K L/E distributions of νµ events
and νµ/νe event ratio. The fit to the L/E distribution
of the νµ events is shown in Figure 1, where smearing
over L and E is included. The best fit values of the
two parameters are cos2 θ ∼ 0.97 (i.e. θ ∼ 10◦) and
α ∼ 1GeV/DE, where DE = 12, 800 km is the diameter
of the Earth. This best–fit α value corresponds to a rest-
frame ν2 lifetime of
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We find that it is possible to choose θ and α to provide
a good fit to the Super-K L/E distributions of νµ events
and νµ/νe event ratio. The fit to the L/E distribution
of the νµ events is shown in Figure 1, where smearing
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sequently, νe must nearly decouple from the unstable ν2
and its decay partner ν3, and we are led to νe ≈ ν1, and
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with m2 > m3. From Eq. (2) with an unstable ν2, the
νµ survival probability is

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E)

+ 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ exp(−αL/2E) cos(δm2L/2E) , (3)
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If, as we argue later, δm2 > 0.1 eV2, then
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We find that it is possible to choose θ and α to provide
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and νµ/νe event ratio. The fit to the L/E distribution
of the νµ events is shown in Figure 1, where smearing
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sequently, νe must nearly decouple from the unstable ν2
and its decay partner ν3, and we are led to νe ≈ ν1, and

νµ ≈ cos θ ν2 + sin θ ν3 , (2)

with m2 > m3. From Eq. (2) with an unstable ν2, the
νµ survival probability is

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E)

+ 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ exp(−αL/2E) cos(δm2L/2E) , (3)

where δm2 = m2
2 −m2

3 and α = m2/τ0.
If, as we argue later, δm2 > 0.1 eV2, then

cos(δm2L/2E) effectively averages to zero for atmo-
spheric neutrinos and Pµµ becomes

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E) . (4)
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FIG. 1. The Super-Kamiokande data/expectations as a
function of L/E, for electron events (upper) and muon events
(lower). Our model normalized to the electron flux total is
shown by the lines, indicating an acceptable fit for decaying
muon neutrinos.

We find that it is possible to choose θ and α to provide
a good fit to the Super-K L/E distributions of νµ events
and νµ/νe event ratio. The fit to the L/E distribution
of the νµ events is shown in Figure 1, where smearing
over L and E is included. The best fit values of the
two parameters are cos2 θ ∼ 0.97 (i.e. θ ∼ 10◦) and
α ∼ 1GeV/DE, where DE = 12, 800 km is the diameter
of the Earth. This best–fit α value corresponds to a rest-
frame ν2 lifetime of

1

τ0 = m2/α ∼
m2

(1 eV)
× 10−10 s . (5)

Such a lifetime and decay length are not in conflict
with current limits on non-radiative modes [7]. Previous
limits on νµ decay lengths from accelerators are only of
the order of a few km.

II. NON–RADIATIVE NEUTRINO–DECAY

MODELS

The simplest possibility for fast invisible neutrino de-
cay is to choose ν2 and ν3 to be Dirac states, with a de-
cay interaction between the right–handed SU(2)–singlet
states given by [5]

LI = g23 νc3R ν2R χ+ h.c. , (6)

where χ is a complex scalar field with lepton number
−2, IW = 0, and hypercharge zero. χ is not a Nambu-
Goldstone boson. The scalar field should be light com-
pared to the neutrino masses.
The quantum numbers of χ make it difficult to test its

existence in laboratory experiments. Processes such as
µ → e +X are forbidden. Furthermore, neutrino decay
is not helicity–suppressed but the interactions of its decay
products are: all new processes involving neutrinos are
suppressed by the chirality factor (mν/Eν)2.
A decay model for Majorana neutrinos can also be con-

structed. The effective decay interaction is

LI = g23 νc3L ν2L J + h.c. , (7)

where J is a Majoron field [10], which has to be dom-
inantly singlet with only a small triplet admixture, in
order to satisfy the constraints from the invisible decay
width of Z. A full model needs futher embellishment to
generate the above coupling at tree level and generate
the desired neutrino masses and mixings. The model de-
scribed by Acker et al. [11] can be easily adapted to our
purpose here.
With the interaction of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7), the rest-

frame lifetime of ν2 is given by

τ0 =
16π

g2
23

m3
2

δm2(m2 +m3)2
, (8)

and hence

g223 δm
2 = 16πα (1 +m3/m2)

−2 , (9)

leading to, for 0 < m3/m2 < 1,

g223 δm
2 ∼ (2− 7)× 10−4 eV2 . (10)

From studying K decays, in particular the modes K →
µ+neutrals, a bound on the coupling g23 can be derived
which is [6]

g223 < 2.4× 10−4 , (11)

thus leading to a bound on δm2 in the present model
of

δm2

23
>
∼ 0.73 eV2 . (12)

This result justifies the above approximation of large
δm2.
In both the Dirac neutrino and the Majorana neu-

trino decay models, the small mass scale for the scalar
fields seems to require fine–tuning. This is unavoidable,
though unappealing. The Dirac and Majorana models
are testably different in that in the Dirac–neutrino model
the decay is into essentially undetectable final states,
whereas the Majorana–neutrino model posits decay of
νµ’s and ν̄µ’s into ν̄τ ’s and ντ ’s respectively, which are ob-
servable in principle. Furthermore, with the Majorana–
neutrino model, lepton number is broken and neutri-
noless double–beta decay is allowed; with the Dirac–
neutrino model, lepton number is unbroken and neutri-
noless double–beta decay is not allowed.
If the decay of the ν2 is into a new(sterile) neutrino

with which it does not mix, then the δm2 appearing in
the oscillation is not restricted by the constraint of Eq.
(12) and can be very small. Then the cosine term in
Eq. (3) is essentially unity and the survival probability
is given by

Pµµ = [sin2 θ + cos2 θ exp(−αL/2E)]2. (13)

In this case, even better fits to the Super-K data can
be obtained. However, we do not pursue this class of
models further at this time.

III. INCLUSION OF ALL NEUTRINO

ANOMALIES

It is easy to incorporate the solar and LSND neutrino
anomalies into the present discussion. The decay of ν2
with δm2

23
>
∼ 0.73eV2 explains the atmospheric data, but

also allows δm2
23 to accommodate the LSND result. We

are free to choose the remaining δm2 to accommodate the
solar anomaly. As mentioned earlier, Ue3 must be rather
small; and hence the solution to the solar νe depletion is
necessarily small–angle mixing enhanced by the MSW ef-
fect. To this end, we set δm2

sun ≡ δm2
31 ∼ 0.5× 10−5 eV2

to complement the δm2
23 of Eq. (12).

Atmospheric ν’s
With these δm2

ij , the νµ survival probability is given

by Eq. (4) with cos2 θ ≡ |Uµ2|2 ∼ 0.97 and sin2 θ =
1 − |Uµ2|2, and the earlier two-flavor discussion and fit
remain intact. The survival probability for νe’s is

Pee =
!

1− |Ue2|
2
"2

+ |Ue2|
2e−αL/E

+ 2|Ue2|
2(1− |Ue2|

2) cos(δm2

32L/2E)e−αL/2E . (14)

2

e-type events

mu-type events
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Abstract

Neutrino decay has been proposed as a possible solution to the atmospheric

neutrino anomaly, in the light of the recent data from the Super-Kamiokande

experiment. We investigate this hypothesis by means of a quantitative analy-

sis of the zenith angle distributions of neutrino events in Super-Kamiokande,

including the latest (45 kTy) data. We find that the neutrino decay hypothesis

fails to reproduce the observed distributions of muons.
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FIG. 5: 68, 90 and 99% C.L. allowed oscillation parameter re-
gions for 2-flavor νµ ↔ ντ oscillations obtained by the present
analysis.

is consistent with that of the oscillation analysis using
zenith angle distributions [1, 16].

In order to test the significance of the dip in L/E,
a null hypothesis that includes the basic shape of the
L/E distribution is needed. The no-oscillation case
was very strongly disfavored by the data at large L/E.
We used two alternative hypotheses that basically re-
produce the zenith angle dependent deficit, predict-
ing that about half of muon neutrinos smoothly disap-
pear at large L/E. These hypotheses are neutrino de-
cay [18, 19] and neutrino decoherence [20, 21]. The
νµ survival probability for neutrino decay is expressed

as P (νµ → νµ) =
!

sin2 θ + cos2 θ exp (−m/2τ · L/E)
"2

where τ is the lifetime of a neutrino mass state. The neu-
trino decoherence survival probability is P (νµ → νµ) =
1− 1

2
sin2 2θ [1 − exp (−γ0L/E)], where γ0 is the decoher-

ence parameter. Figure 4 includes the L/E distribution
for the best-fit expectation for neutrino decay and neu-
trino decoherence. The χ2

min values were 49.1/40DOF at
(cos2 θ, m/τ) = (0.33, 1.26×10−2 GeV/km) for neutrino
decay and 52.4/40DOF at (sin2 2θ, γ0) = (1.00, 1.23 ×

10−21 GeV/km) for neutrino decoherence. These χ2
min

values were 11.3 (3.4 standard deviations) and 14.5 (3.8
standard deviations) larger than χ2

min for neutrino os-
cillation. In order to check the statistical significance
against the alternative models, 10,000 MC L/E distribu-
tions were produced assuming neutrino decay with the
best fit decay parameters. Each L/E distribution was
fitted assuming neutrino decay and oscillation, and the
χ2 difference for these two assumptions was calculated.
For example, only 11 among 10,000 samples had χ2 for
neutrino decay smaller by 11.3 or more than the same

sample evaluated for neutrino oscillation. Therefore, the
probability that neutrino decay could mimic neutrino os-
cillations is approximately 0.1% as naively expected by
3.4 standard deviations. The neutrino decoherence model
is disfavored more strongly.

In summary, we have studied the survival probabil-
ity of muon neutrinos as a function of L/E using atmo-
spheric neutrino events observed in Super-Kamiokande.
A dip in the L/E distribution was observed around L/E
= 500 km/GeV. This strongly constrains ∆m2. Alter-
native models that could explain the zenith angle and
energy dependent deficit of the atmospheric muon neu-
trinos are disfavored, since they do not predict any dip
in the L/E distribution. We conclude that the observed
L/E distribution gives the first direct evidence that the
neutrino survival probability obeys the sinusoidal func-
tion as predicted by neutrino flavor oscillations.
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We show that the observed zenith angle dependence of
the atmospheric neutrinos can be accounted for by neutrino
decay. Furthermore, it is possible to account for all neutrino
anomalies with just three flavors.

I. NEUTRINO DECAY PHENOMENOLOGY

According to the analysis by the Super-Kamiokande
(SK) Collaboration [1] of their atmospheric neutrino
data, the L/E dependence of the νµ data is well ac-
counted for by νµ oscillation into ντ (or a sterile neutrino
νst) with a mixing angle sin2 2θ >

∼ 0.8 and a δm2 in the
range 3×10−4–8×10−3 eV2. The νµ survival probability
in vacuum is given by

Pµµ = 1− sin2 2θ sin2(δm2L/4E) . (1)

According to the data and in this simple two flavor
mixing hypothesis, the νe channel is unaffected and hence
the survival probability Pee = 1. The interpretation of
the atmospheric neutrino data in terms of oscillations is
an old and venerable proposal [2].
It is obviously an important question to ask whether

νµ oscillation is the only possible explanation for the ob-
served L/E dependence. Several other interpretations
have been offered [3]. In this Letter we raise another
possibility - neutrino decay.
We begin by noting that decay implies a non-zero mass

difference between two neutrino states and thus, in gen-
eral, mixing as well. For definiteness, let us assume the
existence of just three light neutrinos, and label as ν1, ν2,
and ν3 that mass eigenstate with the largest admixture
in the flavor state νe, νµ, and ντ , respectively. We further
assume the dominant component of νµ, i.e. ν2, to be the
only unstable state, with a rest-frame lifetime τ0. There
are strong limits coming from the nonobservation of π
and K decay to anomalous final states containing e±’s
on the participation of νe in non–SM vertices [4]. Con-
sequently, νe must nearly decouple from the unstable ν2
and its decay partner ν3, and we are led to νe ≈ ν1, and

νµ ≈ cos θ ν2 + sin θ ν3 , (2)

with m2 > m3. From Eq. (2) with an unstable ν2, the
νµ survival probability is

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E)

+ 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ exp(−αL/2E) cos(δm2L/2E) , (3)

where δm2 = m2
2 −m2

3 and α = m2/τ0.
If, as we argue later, δm2 > 0.1 eV2, then

cos(δm2L/2E) effectively averages to zero for atmo-
spheric neutrinos and Pµµ becomes

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E) . (4)
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FIG. 1. The Super-Kamiokande data/expectations as a
function of L/E, for electron events (upper) and muon events
(lower). Our model normalized to the electron flux total is
shown by the lines, indicating an acceptable fit for decaying
muon neutrinos.

We find that it is possible to choose θ and α to provide
a good fit to the Super-K L/E distributions of νµ events
and νµ/νe event ratio. The fit to the L/E distribution
of the νµ events is shown in Figure 1, where smearing
over L and E is included. The best fit values of the
two parameters are cos2 θ ∼ 0.97 (i.e. θ ∼ 10◦) and
α ∼ 1GeV/DE, where DE = 12, 800 km is the diameter
of the Earth. This best–fit α value corresponds to a rest-
frame ν2 lifetime of

1
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two possibilities

�m2 unconstrained
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FIG. 5: 68, 90 and 99% C.L. allowed oscillation parameter re-
gions for 2-flavor νµ ↔ ντ oscillations obtained by the present
analysis.

is consistent with that of the oscillation analysis using
zenith angle distributions [1, 16].

In order to test the significance of the dip in L/E,
a null hypothesis that includes the basic shape of the
L/E distribution is needed. The no-oscillation case
was very strongly disfavored by the data at large L/E.
We used two alternative hypotheses that basically re-
produce the zenith angle dependent deficit, predict-
ing that about half of muon neutrinos smoothly disap-
pear at large L/E. These hypotheses are neutrino de-
cay [18, 19] and neutrino decoherence [20, 21]. The
νµ survival probability for neutrino decay is expressed

as P (νµ → νµ) =
!

sin2 θ + cos2 θ exp (−m/2τ · L/E)
"2

where τ is the lifetime of a neutrino mass state. The neu-
trino decoherence survival probability is P (νµ → νµ) =
1− 1

2
sin2 2θ [1 − exp (−γ0L/E)], where γ0 is the decoher-

ence parameter. Figure 4 includes the L/E distribution
for the best-fit expectation for neutrino decay and neu-
trino decoherence. The χ2

min values were 49.1/40DOF at
(cos2 θ, m/τ) = (0.33, 1.26×10−2 GeV/km) for neutrino
decay and 52.4/40DOF at (sin2 2θ, γ0) = (1.00, 1.23 ×

10−21 GeV/km) for neutrino decoherence. These χ2
min

values were 11.3 (3.4 standard deviations) and 14.5 (3.8
standard deviations) larger than χ2

min for neutrino os-
cillation. In order to check the statistical significance
against the alternative models, 10,000 MC L/E distribu-
tions were produced assuming neutrino decay with the
best fit decay parameters. Each L/E distribution was
fitted assuming neutrino decay and oscillation, and the
χ2 difference for these two assumptions was calculated.
For example, only 11 among 10,000 samples had χ2 for
neutrino decay smaller by 11.3 or more than the same

sample evaluated for neutrino oscillation. Therefore, the
probability that neutrino decay could mimic neutrino os-
cillations is approximately 0.1% as naively expected by
3.4 standard deviations. The neutrino decoherence model
is disfavored more strongly.

In summary, we have studied the survival probabil-
ity of muon neutrinos as a function of L/E using atmo-
spheric neutrino events observed in Super-Kamiokande.
A dip in the L/E distribution was observed around L/E
= 500 km/GeV. This strongly constrains ∆m2. Alter-
native models that could explain the zenith angle and
energy dependent deficit of the atmospheric muon neu-
trinos are disfavored, since they do not predict any dip
in the L/E distribution. We conclude that the observed
L/E distribution gives the first direct evidence that the
neutrino survival probability obeys the sinusoidal func-
tion as predicted by neutrino flavor oscillations.
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We show that the observed zenith angle dependence of
the atmospheric neutrinos can be accounted for by neutrino
decay. Furthermore, it is possible to account for all neutrino
anomalies with just three flavors.

I. NEUTRINO DECAY PHENOMENOLOGY

According to the analysis by the Super-Kamiokande
(SK) Collaboration [1] of their atmospheric neutrino
data, the L/E dependence of the νµ data is well ac-
counted for by νµ oscillation into ντ (or a sterile neutrino
νst) with a mixing angle sin2 2θ >

∼ 0.8 and a δm2 in the
range 3×10−4–8×10−3 eV2. The νµ survival probability
in vacuum is given by

Pµµ = 1− sin2 2θ sin2(δm2L/4E) . (1)

According to the data and in this simple two flavor
mixing hypothesis, the νe channel is unaffected and hence
the survival probability Pee = 1. The interpretation of
the atmospheric neutrino data in terms of oscillations is
an old and venerable proposal [2].
It is obviously an important question to ask whether

νµ oscillation is the only possible explanation for the ob-
served L/E dependence. Several other interpretations
have been offered [3]. In this Letter we raise another
possibility - neutrino decay.
We begin by noting that decay implies a non-zero mass

difference between two neutrino states and thus, in gen-
eral, mixing as well. For definiteness, let us assume the
existence of just three light neutrinos, and label as ν1, ν2,
and ν3 that mass eigenstate with the largest admixture
in the flavor state νe, νµ, and ντ , respectively. We further
assume the dominant component of νµ, i.e. ν2, to be the
only unstable state, with a rest-frame lifetime τ0. There
are strong limits coming from the nonobservation of π
and K decay to anomalous final states containing e±’s
on the participation of νe in non–SM vertices [4]. Con-
sequently, νe must nearly decouple from the unstable ν2
and its decay partner ν3, and we are led to νe ≈ ν1, and

νµ ≈ cos θ ν2 + sin θ ν3 , (2)

with m2 > m3. From Eq. (2) with an unstable ν2, the
νµ survival probability is

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E)

+ 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ exp(−αL/2E) cos(δm2L/2E) , (3)

where δm2 = m2
2 −m2

3 and α = m2/τ0.
If, as we argue later, δm2 > 0.1 eV2, then

cos(δm2L/2E) effectively averages to zero for atmo-
spheric neutrinos and Pµµ becomes

Pµµ = sin4 θ + cos4 θ exp(−αL/E) . (4)
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FIG. 1. The Super-Kamiokande data/expectations as a
function of L/E, for electron events (upper) and muon events
(lower). Our model normalized to the electron flux total is
shown by the lines, indicating an acceptable fit for decaying
muon neutrinos.

We find that it is possible to choose θ and α to provide
a good fit to the Super-K L/E distributions of νµ events
and νµ/νe event ratio. The fit to the L/E distribution
of the νµ events is shown in Figure 1, where smearing
over L and E is included. The best fit values of the
two parameters are cos2 θ ∼ 0.97 (i.e. θ ∼ 10◦) and
α ∼ 1GeV/DE, where DE = 12, 800 km is the diameter
of the Earth. This best–fit α value corresponds to a rest-
frame ν2 lifetime of

1
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Fig. 1. Allowed regions from the analysis of atmospheric and LBL in presence of
νµ → ντ oscillations plus ν3 decay. The three upper panels show the dependence of
∆χ2 on the parameters from the analysis of atmospheric only (dashed) and atmo-
spheric+LBL (full line). The two lower panels show the two-dimensional projection
of the allowed three-dimensional region after marginalization with respect to the
undisplayed parameter. The different contours correspond to the two-dimensional
allowed regions at 90%, 95%, 99% and 3σ CL. The lines (full regions) correspond
to the atmospheric (atmospheric+LBL) analysis.

This solution is well within the 90% CL regions for the analysis of atmospheric
data alone (at ∆χ2

ATM = 3.8 with respect to the global best fit Eq. (3)), al-
though it becomes more disfavored (at the 99% CL level, ∆χ2

ATM+LBL = 8.8)
when LBL data are also included in the fit. The one-dimensional projection
shows that the required lifetime at this local best fit point lies at the bound-
ary of the 2σ (3σ) single parameter range allowed from atmospheric (atmo-
spheric+LBL) data. Indeed this solution is similar to that found in Ref. [10] for
the decay and mixing but still allowing for oscillations. Our results show that
forcing ∆m2

32 ≪ 10−3 rules out this solution well beyond 3σ (at ∆χ2
ATM = 13.7

with respect to the global best fit Eq. (3)), in agreement with the analysis of
SK [11]. LBL data definitively rules out the mixing plus decay scenario with
∆χ2

ATM+LBL = 39.

A better insight on the solutions in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be obtained from
Fig. 2, where we show the expected event distributions at SK and MINOS. As
seen in the figure both solutions yield rather similar results for the atmospheric
neutrino events. For the sake of comparison we also show the corresponding

5

vanishing neutrino decay width, thus it allows to set an upper bound on the
decay lifetime

τ3/m3 ≥ 2.9 [0.93]×10−10 s/eV ⇒ τ3 ≥ 6.5 [2.0]×10−10

!

m3

2.2 eV

"

s (5)

at the 90% [99%] CL where in the right hand side we have normalized to
the maximum allowed value on the absolute mass scale of the neutrino from
tritium β decay experiments [18, 19], m3 < 2.2 eV.

We now turn to compare the bounds in Eq. (5) with the existing bounds from
other experiments. In order to make such comparison, we must first specify
the neutrino decay model. The reason for this is that most of the bounds in the
literature are not derived exclusively from effects due to the neutrino decay,
but also from effects associated with the presence of new neutrino interactions
which are responsible for its decay. We will focus on the fast invisible Majorana
neutrino decay ν3 → νs J induced by the interaction

LI = igij ν̄iγ5 νj J , (6)

where J is the Majoron (pseudoscalar) field [20–25], which has to be domi-
nantly singlet, in order to satisfy the constraints from the invisible decay width
of Z [26]. Alternatively for Dirac neutrinos one can have the decay channel
ν3 → ν̄sχ induced by a new neutrino interaction with a complex scalar field
χ [27]. In both cases the rest-frame lifetime of ν3 for m3 ≫ ms is given by

τ3 =
16π

g2
s3 m3

, (7)

where gs3 = cos θ23 gsτ +sin θ23 gsµ is the relation between the relevant coupling
constants in the mass and flavor basis (which for Majorana neutrinos is gij =
UT

iα gαβ Uβj). For these modes, the 90% [99%] bounds on Eq. (5) imply:

|gs3| ≤ 4.8 [8.6] × 10−3

!

2.2 eV

m3

"

. (8)

This bound can be directly compared with the constraints on the gµα and gτα

(for any flavor or sterile state α) couplings that have been derived from their
effect in meson and charged lepton decay. The most updated analysis [28]
yields the model independent 90% bounds

|gµα| ≤ 9.4 × 10−3 , |gτα| ≤ 0.33 . (9)

Also, limits from decay and scattering of Majorons inside supernova yield
bounds on |gαβ| because for large couplings the supernova energy is drained
due to Majoron emission and no explosion occurs. However, for very large
coupling the Majoron becomes trapped inside the supernova and no constraint
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FIG. 2: The 95 % C.L. allowed areas obtained in the
sin2 ✓23 ��m2

32 plane, from analysis of T2K data (red lines),
NOvA data (green lines) and T2K+NOvA data (black lines).
The solid lines are for standard three-generation oscillations
while the dashed lines are for oscillation with decay.

combined analysis case, the no decay case is disfavoured
at 1.5 � and the best-fit obtained from the combina-
tion of the two data is ⌧3/m3 = 5.01 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV. The
minimum �2 (�2

min) for NOvA, T2K and the combined
case are 10.38, 69.34 and 87.19, respectively, which are
slightly less than the standard oscillation fit, for which
the �2

min are 10.93, 70.39 and 88.65, respectively. There-
fore, the invisible decay scenario we consider in this work,
fits the data slightly better than the standard oscillation
case. The data sets also set a lower bound on the life-
time. The 3� lower bound on ⌧3/m3 from NOvA data
is seen to be ⌧3/m3 � 7.22 ⇥ 10�13 s/eV, while from
T2K it is ⌧3/m3 � 1.41 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV. The 3� com-
bined constraint from both experiments taken together

is ⌧3/m3 � 1.50⇥10�12 s/eV. It can be clearly seen from
Fig. 1, that the sum of the two ��2 is less than the ��2

for the combined analysis. This points at a synergy be-
tween the two experiments. This synergy results in an
improved fit for the decay scenario compared to standard
oscillation when we perform the combined analysis of the
two experiments.

Fig. 2 shows the allowed region in the sin2 ✓23 vs �m2
32

plane at 95 % C.L. The solid curves are for only os-
cillation case without decay whereas the dashed curves
are for the case where ⌫3 are allowed to decay. The fit
is marginalised over �CP in both cases and over ⌧3/m3

as well for the case of decay plus oscillation. The blue
curves are for NOvA, the black curves are for T2K and
the red curves are for the combined analysis. For the
standard case the best-fit points (sin2 ✓23, �m2

32) are
(0.45, 2.41 ⇥ 10�3 eV2), (0.52, 2.56 ⇥ 10�3 eV2) and
(0.46, 2.51 ⇥ 10�3 eV2) for NOvA, T2K and the com-
bined cases, respectively. On the other hand, for the
case with decay and oscillation the corresponding best-
fit points are: (0.48,2.39⇥ 10�3 eV2), (0.62, 2.62⇥ 10�3

eV2) and (0.48, 2.52 ⇥ 10�3 eV2) for NOvA, T2K and
the combined cases, respectively. The interesting point
to notice here is that for all cases, the allowed region of
the parameter space increases significantly when decay is
considered along with oscillation. Also note that with in-
clusion of decay, the best-fit shifts towards higher values
of sin2 ✓23. This behaviour is very similar to what was
seen in [46] in the context of MINOS and T2K and in [47]
in the context of DUNE. The shift of ✓23 to higher values
in presence of decay can be understood in terms of the
survival probability given in [46] in the two-generation
approximation neglecting matter e↵ect,

P 2G
µµ =

⇥
cos2 ✓23 + sin2 ✓23 exp(�m3L/⌧3E)

⇤2 � sin2 2✓23 exp(�m3L/⌧3E) sin2
⇣�m2

31L

4E

⌘
. (3)

In Eq. (3), there is an exponential suppression due to
neutrino decay in both the oscillatory as well as the non-
oscillatory term. Therefore for a given ✓23, the survival
probability for the decay case will be less than the stan-
dard oscillation case. Hence, when decay is considered
in the fit, the value of sin2 ✓23 increases in order to re-
produce the same probability obtained for the standard
case.

Fig. 3 gives the allowed region in the sin2 ✓23 vs ⌧3/m3

plane at 95 % C.L. with �m2
32 marginalised over its cur-

rent 3� range and �CP marginalised over full range. The
blue solid, black dashed and red dashed-dotted curves
are for NOvA, T2K and the combined analysis, respec-
tively. The blue cross gives the best-fit for NOvA (0.47,
3.16 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV), the black plus gives the best-fit for
T2K (0.61, 5.011 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV) and the red star gives

the best-fit for the combined case (0.49, 5.011 ⇥ 10�12

s/eV). Again as in Fig. 2, the best-fit is seen to be for
finite ⌧3/m3.

Fig. 4 gives the ��2 vs sin2 ✓23 for the standard
case and the decay plus oscillation case. The fit is
marginalised over �m2

32 and �CP for the standard case
and over �m2

32, ⌧3/m3 and �CP for the decay plus os-
cillation case. The left panel is for NOvA, the middle
panel is for T2K and the right panel is for the combined
analysis. In all the panels the blue solid curves are for
the standard oscillation case while the red dashed curves
represent the decay with oscillation case. For T2K our
standard oscillation best-fit sin2 ✓23 = 0.52 matches very
well with the best-fit obtained by the T2K collaboration
[13]. For NOvA on the other hand, our best-fit for stan-
dard oscillation comes at sin2 ✓23 = 0.45 while the NOvA

The exponential suppression reduces the surv. probability

The reduction is both in constant as well as osc term

The mixing angle reduces the osc term of surv. probability

Effect of decay can be compensated by increasing the mixing
angle theta23
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Three-Generations + Matter

τ3/m3 than the proposed long-baseline experiments. We will study the sensitivity of the
atmospheric neutrinos at INO to neutrino decay.

The India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) is a proposed underground laboratory in
India, which plans to house a 50 kton magnetised Iron CALorimeter (ICAL). The detector
will be mainly sensitive to muon type neutrinos, which are detected through the observation
of a muon track and the accompanying hadron shower in a charged current interaction. The
detector response to muons [45–48] and hadrons [49–52] have been performed via the Geant4-
based [53–55] detector simulation code for ICAL. This detector owing to its magnetisation
can distinguish between neutrino and anti-neutrino events which makes it an excellent de-
tector to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy [9, 56–60]. ICAL will also perform precision
measurements of |∆m2

32| and the mixing angle θ23 [9, 58, 59, 61–64]. In addition, there are
a variety of new physics scenarios which could be constrained and/or discovered at ICAL.
Some of the new physics scenarios studied by the INO collaboration include, CPT violation
[65], dark matter [66], non-standard neutrino interactions [67] and sterile neutrino oscilla-
tions [68]. In this work we will study in detail the sensitivity of ICAL to invisible neutrino
decay using the full physics analysis simulation framework of ICAL. We will also study the
effect of invisible neutrino decay on the precision measurement of |∆m2

32| and the mixing
angle θ23.

The paper is organised as follows. The scenario of invisible decay plus oscillations for
three–generation mixing and oscillations in earth matter are discussed in Section II. The
simulation of events and χ2 analysis are explained in Section III. In Section IV we present
our results for the sensitivity to the decay parameter τ3/m3. The effects of the presence of
decay on the precision measurements of sin2 θ23 and |∆m2

32| are discussed in Sections VA
and VB respectively. The exclusion contours are presented in Section VC. Conclusions are
presented in Section VI.

II. INVISIBLE DECAY AND OSCILLATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF MATTER

In this section we consider the oscillations and decay of ν3 in the presence of matter. Let
the state ν3 decay invisibly via ν3 → νs + J , where J is a pseudo-scalar and νs is a sterile
neutrino. Since νs does not mix with the three active neutrinos, the mixing matrix U in
vacuum [69–71] is given by :

U =

⎛

⎝

c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ

−c23s12 − s23s13c12eiδ c23c12 − s23s13s12eiδ s23c13
s23s12 − c23s13c12eiδ −s23c12 − c23s13s12eiδ c23c13

⎞

⎠ , (1)

where cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij ; θij are the mixing angles and δ is the CP violating phase.
The mass of νs is such that when the hierarchy is normal, ms < m1 < m2 < m3. Since

νs does not mix with the active neutrinos, the propagation equation is not affected by this.
The effect of decay is included in the three-flavor evolution equation in the presence of earth
matter as follows :

i
dν̃

dt
=

1

2E

[

UM
2U † + ACC

]

ν̃, (2)

M
2 =

⎛

⎝

0 0 0
0 ∆m2

21 0
0 0 ∆m2

31 − iα3

⎞

⎠ , and ACC =

⎛

⎝

Acc 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎞

⎠ , (3)
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where E is the neutrino energy, α3 = m3/τ3 is the decay constant in units of eV2, m3 is
the mass of ν3 and τ3 its rest frame life time. Since the term α3 appears in the propagation
equation along with ∆m2

31, it has to be in units of eV2. The conversion factor used here is
1 eV/s = 6.58× 10−16 eV2. The matter potential is

Acc = 2
√
2GFneE = 7.63× 10−5eV2 ρ(gm/cc) E(GeV), (4)

where, GF is the Fermi constant and ne is the electron number density in matter and ρ is
the matter density. For anti-neutrinos, both the sign of Acc and the phase δ in Eq. (2) are
reversed.

A. Effect of the decay term

The decay term is of the form of exp (−αL/E). No decay corresponds to α = 0 and the
exponential term as 1 whereas complete decay will be when the exponential term tends to 0.
The effect of the decay parameter α for various L/E values can be understood from Fig. 1
in which exp (−αL/E) vs L/E is plotted for the values α = 10−3, 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6 eV2.
This figure gives an indication towards what are the values of α to which a given experiment
spanning a specified L/E range can be sensitive to. For instance the red shaded region in
Fig. 1 indicates the L/E range covered by the narrow band NOνA neutrino beam (E =
1–3 GeV). It can be seen from the figure that NOνA’s sensitivity is limited to larger values
of α; i.e 10−3 and 10−4 eV2 for which the exponential terms shows substantial departure from
the no decay value of 1. The blue shaded region corresponds to the baseline L = 9700 km
with E = 0.5–25 GeV, respectively. These are the typical values for an atmospheric neutrino
experiment. This range of L/E is sensitive to a wider range of α from ∼ 10−6 − 10−3 eV2

owing to the fact that it covers more L/E.
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1 10 210 310 410 510 610

L
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FIG. 1: The value of exp (−αL/E) as a function of L/E for different values of the decay parameter

α. The red shaded region denotes the L/E range accessible with NOνA narrow band neutrino
beam (E = 1–3 GeV) the dashed blue shaded region indicates the range for L = 9700 km, when E
is in the range 0.5–25 GeV.
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Oscillation Probabilities
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FIG. 2: Oscillation probabilities in matter for α3 = 0, 1×10−4 and 1×10−3 eV2 and θ23 = 39◦, 45◦

and 51◦, for the baseline L = 9700 km in the energy range Eν = 0.5–25 GeV. (Top-left) Pµµ and

(top-right) P̄µµ; (bottom-left) Peµ and (bottom-right) Pµµ. NH is taken as the true hierarchy.

4. α3 = 0, 10−4, 10−3 (eV2)

First let us consider the effect of α3 alone for a given θ23. The plots for α3 = 0 correspond
to the oscillation only case and as the value of α3 increases the effect of decay becomes
prominent which can be seen from the figure. In general the effect of decay is seen to be
more for the lower energy neutrinos. For the decay constant α3 = 10−4 eV2, the effect of
decay increases and the neutrino probabilities show significant depletion as compared to
the no decay case for neutrino energies up to ∼ 15 GeV. The presence of decay reduces the
oscillation amplitude near maxima and elevates it near minima. As α3 increases to 10−3 eV2,
the survival probability of the neutrino and anti-neutrinos show a difference over the entire
energy range considered. We also note that the effect of decay is mainly to damp out the
oscillatory behavior in the probabilities. For the large decay case the oscillatory behavior is
seen to be largely washed out. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that, the relative change in the
oscillation probability due to decay is more for P̄µµ than Pµµ whereas the relative change in
Peµ is more compared to that in P̄eµ. Hence the contribution to the α3 sensitivity χ2 will
be more from anti-neutrino events in the former case and neutrino events in the latter case.

7
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Impact on 

FIG. 6: The probabilities Pµµ (blue lines) and Pµe (magenta lines), shown as a function of ✓23. The

plots have been drawn for the DUNE baseline and E = 2.5 GeV, taking all oscillation parameters

as mentioned in section III. The left and right panels are identical apart from the horizontal and

vertical lines which show the probabilities for the cases when the data is generated at ✓23 = 42�

(left panel) and ✓23 = 49.3� (right panel). The solid curves show the probabilities for the standard

case while the dashed curves are for the case for unstable ⌫3 with ⌧3/m3 = 1.2⇥ 10�11 s/eV. The

probabilities are shown for the full three-generation framework including earth matter e↵ect. The

black dot shows the point at which data is generated for the decay case, while the green dots show

the points which give the same Pµµ as the black dot, but for the standard case. The red dots show

the Pµµ for the data generated for the standard case at ✓23 = 42� (left panel) and ✓23 = 49.3�

(right panel) and the corresponding fake minima when fitted by the standard case.

all oscillation parameters as mentioned in section III. The energy 2.5 GeV corresponds to

oscillation maximum at the DUNE baseline where the DUNE flux peaks. We note that for

the standard oscillations case, Pµµ ' 0 corresponds to a value of ✓23 ' 46� and not 45� as in

the two-generation case. We also note that Pµµ at ✓23 = 42� in LO is matched by the Pµµ at

✓23 ' 49.9� in HO, the small di↵erence between the value of ✓HO
23 derived from Eq. (5) and

the exact numerical results shown in Fig. 6 come from earth matter e↵ects mainly.

The solid red curves in Fig. 5 showing the �2 vs. ✓23(test) for the standard oscillation

case match well with the solid blue probability curves in Fig. 6. For the left panel, data is
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cos ✓13
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Effect of decay can be 
compensated by increasing 
the mixing angle theta23

Raut, MPL A28 (2013)
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Impact on 

FIG. 6: The probabilities Pµµ (blue lines) and Pµe (magenta lines), shown as a function of ✓23. The

plots have been drawn for the DUNE baseline and E = 2.5 GeV, taking all oscillation parameters

as mentioned in section III. The left and right panels are identical apart from the horizontal and

vertical lines which show the probabilities for the cases when the data is generated at ✓23 = 42�

(left panel) and ✓23 = 49.3� (right panel). The solid curves show the probabilities for the standard

case while the dashed curves are for the case for unstable ⌫3 with ⌧3/m3 = 1.2⇥ 10�11 s/eV. The

probabilities are shown for the full three-generation framework including earth matter e↵ect. The

black dot shows the point at which data is generated for the decay case, while the green dots show

the points which give the same Pµµ as the black dot, but for the standard case. The red dots show

the Pµµ for the data generated for the standard case at ✓23 = 42� (left panel) and ✓23 = 49.3�

(right panel) and the corresponding fake minima when fitted by the standard case.

all oscillation parameters as mentioned in section III. The energy 2.5 GeV corresponds to

oscillation maximum at the DUNE baseline where the DUNE flux peaks. We note that for

the standard oscillations case, Pµµ ' 0 corresponds to a value of ✓23 ' 46� and not 45� as in

the two-generation case. We also note that Pµµ at ✓23 = 42� in LO is matched by the Pµµ at

✓23 ' 49.9� in HO, the small di↵erence between the value of ✓HO
23 derived from Eq. (5) and

the exact numerical results shown in Fig. 6 come from earth matter e↵ects mainly.

The solid red curves in Fig. 5 showing the �2 vs. ✓23(test) for the standard oscillation

case match well with the solid blue probability curves in Fig. 6. For the left panel, data is
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FIG. 5: �2 as a function of ✓23(test). The left, middle and right panels are for the cases when the

data is generated at ✓23 = 42�, ✓23 = 48� and ✓23 = 49.3�, respectively. The dark red solid curves

are for the standard case when both data and fit are done within the three-generation framework of

stable neutrinos. The green dashed curves are for the case when the data is generated for unstable

⌫3 with ⌧3/m3 = 1.2⇥ 10�11 s/eV but it is fitted assuming stable neutrinos.

on the measurement of ✓23 at DUNE, let us expound some features of ✓23 for standard three-

generation oscillation scenario. A comparison of the red curves in the three panels of Fig. 5

shows that the left panel and the right panel look like near mirror images of each other,

while the middle panel looks di↵erent. Note that 42� is as far removed from ✓23 = 45� as

48�, however the �2 curves for the ✓23 = 42� and ✓23 = 48� cases appear di↵erent. This is

due to three-generation e↵ects coming from the non-zero ✓13 [51]. The values of ✓23 in HO

and LO that correspond to the same e↵ective mixing angle ✓µµ and which gives the same

Pµµ are given as [51]

sin ✓LO23 =
sin ✓LOµµ

cos ✓13
; sin ✓HO

23 =
sin ✓HO

µµ

cos ✓13
(4)

✓LOµµ = 90� � ✓HO
µµ , (5)

which gives ✓23 = 49.3� as the mixing angle that gives the same Pµµ as ✓23 = 42� instead of

✓23 = 48�, as we would expect in the two-generation case. In order to further illustrate this

point, we show in Fig. 6 the survival probability Pµµ (blue lines) as a function of ✓23 for the

standard case (solid line) and decay case (dashed line). Also shown are the corresponding

oscillation probability Pµe (magenta lines) for the standard case (solid line) and decay case

(dashed line). The plots have been drawn for the DUNE baseline and E = 2.5 GeV, taking
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Constraints from T2K and NOvA

3

tion when the ⌫3 state decays into a sterile state with
which it does not mix. Also given in section 2 are the
details of our simulation framework needed for the real
data analysis of T2K and NOvA. We next give our result
in section 3 and finally we conclude in section 4.

2. INVISIBLE NEUTRINO DECAY AND

SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

We assume that the ⌫3 state decays into a sterile neu-
trino and a singlet scalar (⌫3 ! ⌫̄4 + J).We also assume
that the neutrino mass eigenstate decays, therefore the

mass matrix as well as the decay matrix can be simul-
taneously diagonalised. In this case the mixing between
the flavor and the mass eigenstates can be written as,

✓
⌫↵
⌫s

◆
=

✓
U 0
0 1

◆✓
⌫i
⌫4

◆
, (1)

where the greek indices represent the standard flavor
states i.e., e, µ, ⌧ and the latin indices represent the
mass eigenstates. U is the standard PMNS matrix. Here
we assume NH i.e., m3 > m2 > m1. In presence of decay
the evolution equation in matter becomes:

i
d

dx
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⌫e
⌫µ
⌫⌧

1

A , (2)

where A = 2
p
2GFneE represents the matter poten-

tial due to neutrino electron scattering in matter, GF

is the Fermi coupling, E is the neutrino energy and ne is
the electron density. We solve Eq. (2) numerically using
Runge-Kutta with constant matter density.

The simulation is done using a modified version of
GLoBES, with modifications needed for real data analy-
sis.

For the analysis of NOvA we have taken a 14 kt detec-
tor at a baseline of 812 km with constant matter density.
We have taken 8.5% energy resolution for electron events
and 6% resolution for muon events. The signal e�ciency
is chosen to be 99 % for electron events and 91 % for muon
events. We normalize the number of events to match the
best fit event spectra given in [8] for electrons (6.04⇥1020

POT) and in [16] for muons (8.85⇥ 1020 POT).
For the analysis of T2K, we have taken a 22.5 kt detec-

tor at a baseline of 295 km with constant matter density.
The energy resolution is taken 8.5 %. The signal e�-
ciency is chosen to be 51.5 % for electron events and 90
% for muon events. We normalise the event spectra to
match the event spectra given in [13] which corresponds
to 7.482⇥ 1020 POT in neutrino mode and 7.471⇥ 1020

POT for anti-neutrino mode.

3. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show the constraint on ⌧3/m3 from the
current data of NOvA and T2K, where the latest ap-
pearance as well as disappearance data sets of both ex-
periments have been taken into consideration in the anal-
ysis. The green solid curve is obtained using NOvA data
alone, the dark red dotted curve is obtained using T2K
data alone, while the black dashed curve is obtained from
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FIG. 1: ��2 = �2��2
min vs ⌧3/m3 obtained from the analysis

of T2K data (red dashed line), NOvA data (solid green line)
and T2K+NOvA data (black long dashed line).

a combined analysis of NOvA and T2K data. The pa-
rameters ✓23 and �m2

32 are marginalised in the fit over
their 3� allowed ranges and �CP is marginalised over
its full range. It can be seen from the Fig. 1, that for
both experiments the no decay scenario is slightly dis-
favoured and the best-fit value from the fit comes for
non-zero decay. NOvA disfavors the no decay scenario
at 0.7� and the best-fit value is ⌧3/m3 = 3.16 ⇥ 10�12

s/eV. T2K disfavors the no decay case at slightly more
than 1� and the best-fit value is 1⇥ 10�11 s/eV. For the
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FIG. 2: The 95 % C.L. allowed areas obtained in the
sin2 ✓23 ��m2

32 plane, from analysis of T2K data (red lines),
NOvA data (green lines) and T2K+NOvA data (black lines).
The solid lines are for standard three-generation oscillations
while the dashed lines are for oscillation with decay.

combined analysis case, the no decay case is disfavoured
at 1.5 � and the best-fit obtained from the combina-
tion of the two data is ⌧3/m3 = 5.01 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV. The
minimum �2 (�2

min) for NOvA, T2K and the combined
case are 10.38, 69.34 and 87.19, respectively, which are
slightly less than the standard oscillation fit, for which
the �2

min are 10.93, 70.39 and 88.65, respectively. There-
fore, the invisible decay scenario we consider in this work,
fits the data slightly better than the standard oscillation
case. The data sets also set a lower bound on the life-
time. The 3� lower bound on ⌧3/m3 from NOvA data
is seen to be ⌧3/m3 � 7.22 ⇥ 10�13 s/eV, while from
T2K it is ⌧3/m3 � 1.41 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV. The 3� com-
bined constraint from both experiments taken together

is ⌧3/m3 � 1.50⇥10�12 s/eV. It can be clearly seen from
Fig. 1, that the sum of the two ��2 is less than the ��2

for the combined analysis. This points at a synergy be-
tween the two experiments. This synergy results in an
improved fit for the decay scenario compared to standard
oscillation when we perform the combined analysis of the
two experiments.

Fig. 2 shows the allowed region in the sin2 ✓23 vs �m2
32

plane at 95 % C.L. The solid curves are for only os-
cillation case without decay whereas the dashed curves
are for the case where ⌫3 are allowed to decay. The fit
is marginalised over �CP in both cases and over ⌧3/m3

as well for the case of decay plus oscillation. The blue
curves are for NOvA, the black curves are for T2K and
the red curves are for the combined analysis. For the
standard case the best-fit points (sin2 ✓23, �m2

32) are
(0.45, 2.41 ⇥ 10�3 eV2), (0.52, 2.56 ⇥ 10�3 eV2) and
(0.46, 2.51 ⇥ 10�3 eV2) for NOvA, T2K and the com-
bined cases, respectively. On the other hand, for the
case with decay and oscillation the corresponding best-
fit points are: (0.48,2.39⇥ 10�3 eV2), (0.62, 2.62⇥ 10�3

eV2) and (0.48, 2.52 ⇥ 10�3 eV2) for NOvA, T2K and
the combined cases, respectively. The interesting point
to notice here is that for all cases, the allowed region of
the parameter space increases significantly when decay is
considered along with oscillation. Also note that with in-
clusion of decay, the best-fit shifts towards higher values
of sin2 ✓23. This behaviour is very similar to what was
seen in [46] in the context of MINOS and T2K and in [47]
in the context of DUNE. The shift of ✓23 to higher values
in presence of decay can be understood in terms of the
survival probability given in [46] in the two-generation
approximation neglecting matter e↵ect,

P 2G
µµ =

⇥
cos2 ✓23 + sin2 ✓23 exp(�m3L/⌧3E)

⇤2 � sin2 2✓23 exp(�m3L/⌧3E) sin2
⇣�m2

31L

4E

⌘
. (3)

In Eq. (3), there is an exponential suppression due to
neutrino decay in both the oscillatory as well as the non-
oscillatory term. Therefore for a given ✓23, the survival
probability for the decay case will be less than the stan-
dard oscillation case. Hence, when decay is considered
in the fit, the value of sin2 ✓23 increases in order to re-
produce the same probability obtained for the standard
case.

Fig. 3 gives the allowed region in the sin2 ✓23 vs ⌧3/m3

plane at 95 % C.L. with �m2
32 marginalised over its cur-

rent 3� range and �CP marginalised over full range. The
blue solid, black dashed and red dashed-dotted curves
are for NOvA, T2K and the combined analysis, respec-
tively. The blue cross gives the best-fit for NOvA (0.47,
3.16 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV), the black plus gives the best-fit for
T2K (0.61, 5.011 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV) and the red star gives

the best-fit for the combined case (0.49, 5.011 ⇥ 10�12

s/eV). Again as in Fig. 2, the best-fit is seen to be for
finite ⌧3/m3.

Fig. 4 gives the ��2 vs sin2 ✓23 for the standard
case and the decay plus oscillation case. The fit is
marginalised over �m2

32 and �CP for the standard case
and over �m2

32, ⌧3/m3 and �CP for the decay plus os-
cillation case. The left panel is for NOvA, the middle
panel is for T2K and the right panel is for the combined
analysis. In all the panels the blue solid curves are for
the standard oscillation case while the red dashed curves
represent the decay with oscillation case. For T2K our
standard oscillation best-fit sin2 ✓23 = 0.52 matches very
well with the best-fit obtained by the T2K collaboration
[13]. For NOvA on the other hand, our best-fit for stan-
dard oscillation comes at sin2 ✓23 = 0.45 while the NOvA
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We probe for evidence of invisible neutrino decay in the latest NOvA and T2K data. It is seen
that both NOvA and T2K data sets are better fitted when one allows for invisible neutrino decay.
We consider a scenario where only the third neutrino mass eigenstate ⌫3 is unstable and decays into
invisible components. The best-fit value for the ⌫3 lifetime is obtained as ⌧3/m3 = 3.16 ⇥ 10�12

s/eV from the analysis of the NOvA neutrino data and ⌧3/m3 = 1.0⇥ 10�11 s/eV from the analysis
of the T2K neutrino and anti-neutrino data. The combined analysis of NOvA and T2K gives
⌧3/m3 = 5.01 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV as the best-fit lifetime. However, the statistical significance for this
preference is weak with the no-decay hypothesis still allowed at close to 1.5� C.L. from the combined
data sets, while the two experiment individually are consistent with no-decay even at the 1� C.L.
At 3� C.L., the NOvA and T2K data give a lower limit on the neutrino lifetime of ⌧3/m3 is
⌧3/m3 � 7.22 ⇥ 10�13 s/eV and ⌧3/m3 � 1.41 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV, respectively, while NOvA and T2K
combined constrain ⌧3/m3 � 1.50⇥ 10�12 s/eV. We also show that in presence of decay the best-fit
value in the sin2 ✓23 vs�m2

32 plane changes significantly and the allowed regions increase significantly
towards higher sin2 ✓23.

1. INTRODUCTION

The neutrino oscillation physics has entered its preci-
sion age. Among the six oscillation parameters associated
with the standard neutrino oscillation physics, �m2

21 and
✓12 have been measured precisely from the solar neutrino
experiments [1] and KamLAND [2]. The atmospheric
neutrino experiments [3] first showed evidence of ⌫µ � ⌫⌧
flavor transformation and gave a measurement of |�m2

32|
and ✓23. The mixing angle ✓13 is also now precisely de-
termined from reactor experiments DayaBay [4], Double
CHOOZ [5] and RENO [6]. Currently the unknown quan-
tities in the neutrino oscillation physics are the neutrino
mass hierarchy/ordering i.e., whether the lightest neu-
trino state is ⌫1 or ⌫3, the precise measurement of ✓23
and its octant and the CP-violating phase �CP . NOvA
[7, 8] and T2K [9] are the presently running long baseline
experiments. These are complimentary to the previous
experiments and are expected to shed light on the un-
known neutrino parameters.

The NOvA long-baseline experiment is in USA. The ⌫µ
flux is generated by the NuMI beam at Fermilab. The
experiment employs two identical Totally Active Scintil-
lator Detector (TASD) which are di↵erent only in terms
of their mass. The Near detector (ND) is a 100 m deep
290 ton detector while the Far Detector (FD) is on the
surface with mass 14 kton. The neutrino flux is measured
first at the ND located at 1 km away from the target. The
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neutrino beam is next detected at the FD situated 810
km away near Ash River, Minnesota at an o↵-axis angle
of 14.6 mrad. The 14.6 mrad o↵-axis location of the FD
gives a narrow energy spectrum at the FD with a peak
near 2 GeV, which is tuned close to the first oscillation
maximum at this baseline.

T2K (Tokai to Kamioka) is a long-baseline experiment
in Japan. Here the ⌫µ beam is produced at the J-PARC
accelerator complex in Japan by impinging a 30 GeV
proton beam onto a carbon target. This experiment also
employs a two detector set-up that are o↵-axis compared
to the beam direction. The neutrino produced from the
beam are detected first at the ND, ND280, at 280 m
from the target. The FD is the Super-Kamiokande de-
tected with fiducial mass 22.5 kton and situated 295 km
away from the source at 2.5� o↵-axis from the main beam
axis, giving a narrow beam peaked at around 600 MeV,
which for T2K’s baseline corresponds to the first oscilla-
tion maximum.

NOvA and T2K have both presented their initial re-
sults. The T2K experiment announced their first result
with 1.43 ⇥ 1020 protons on target (POT) on electron
appearance in 2011 [10]. With six observed electron can-
didate events and 1.5 expected backgrounds, T2K gave
the first direct evidence of non-zero ✓13 at 2.5� C.L. The
first results announcement on muon disappearance came
a year later in 2012 [11] with the same POT of 1.43⇥1020

and gave a best-fit of �m2
32 = 2.65 ⇥ 10�3 eV2 and

sin2 2✓23 = 0.98. The first anti-neutrino result from T2K
was published in [12], where they used ⌫̄µ beam with
4.01⇥ 1020 POT and obtained best fit of sin2 ✓23 = 0.45
and �m2

32 = 2.51 ⇥ 10�3 eV2, very consistent with the
measurements obtained using the ⌫µ beam. The T2K col-
laboration has published their results periodically since
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tion when the ⌫3 state decays into a sterile state with
which it does not mix. Also given in section 2 are the
details of our simulation framework needed for the real
data analysis of T2K and NOvA. We next give our result
in section 3 and finally we conclude in section 4.

2. INVISIBLE NEUTRINO DECAY AND

SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

We assume that the ⌫3 state decays into a sterile neu-
trino and a singlet scalar (⌫3 ! ⌫̄4 + J).We also assume
that the neutrino mass eigenstate decays, therefore the

mass matrix as well as the decay matrix can be simul-
taneously diagonalised. In this case the mixing between
the flavor and the mass eigenstates can be written as,
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0 1
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where the greek indices represent the standard flavor
states i.e., e, µ, ⌧ and the latin indices represent the
mass eigenstates. U is the standard PMNS matrix. Here
we assume NH i.e., m3 > m2 > m1. In presence of decay
the evolution equation in matter becomes:
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where A = 2
p
2GFneE represents the matter poten-

tial due to neutrino electron scattering in matter, GF

is the Fermi coupling, E is the neutrino energy and ne is
the electron density. We solve Eq. (2) numerically using
Runge-Kutta with constant matter density.

The simulation is done using a modified version of
GLoBES, with modifications needed for real data analy-
sis.

For the analysis of NOvA we have taken a 14 kt detec-
tor at a baseline of 812 km with constant matter density.
We have taken 8.5% energy resolution for electron events
and 6% resolution for muon events. The signal e�ciency
is chosen to be 99 % for electron events and 91 % for muon
events. We normalize the number of events to match the
best fit event spectra given in [8] for electrons (6.04⇥1020

POT) and in [16] for muons (8.85⇥ 1020 POT).
For the analysis of T2K, we have taken a 22.5 kt detec-

tor at a baseline of 295 km with constant matter density.
The energy resolution is taken 8.5 %. The signal e�-
ciency is chosen to be 51.5 % for electron events and 90
% for muon events. We normalise the event spectra to
match the event spectra given in [13] which corresponds
to 7.482⇥ 1020 POT in neutrino mode and 7.471⇥ 1020

POT for anti-neutrino mode.

3. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show the constraint on ⌧3/m3 from the
current data of NOvA and T2K, where the latest ap-
pearance as well as disappearance data sets of both ex-
periments have been taken into consideration in the anal-
ysis. The green solid curve is obtained using NOvA data
alone, the dark red dotted curve is obtained using T2K
data alone, while the black dashed curve is obtained from
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FIG. 1: ��2 = �2��2
min vs ⌧3/m3 obtained from the analysis

of T2K data (red dashed line), NOvA data (solid green line)
and T2K+NOvA data (black long dashed line).

a combined analysis of NOvA and T2K data. The pa-
rameters ✓23 and �m2

32 are marginalised in the fit over
their 3� allowed ranges and �CP is marginalised over
its full range. It can be seen from the Fig. 1, that for
both experiments the no decay scenario is slightly dis-
favoured and the best-fit value from the fit comes for
non-zero decay. NOvA disfavors the no decay scenario
at 0.7� and the best-fit value is ⌧3/m3 = 3.16 ⇥ 10�12

s/eV. T2K disfavors the no decay case at slightly more
than 1� and the best-fit value is 1⇥ 10�11 s/eV. For the
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FIG. 2: The 95 % C.L. allowed areas obtained in the
sin2 ✓23 ��m2

32 plane, from analysis of T2K data (red lines),
NOvA data (green lines) and T2K+NOvA data (black lines).
The solid lines are for standard three-generation oscillations
while the dashed lines are for oscillation with decay.

combined analysis case, the no decay case is disfavoured
at 1.5 � and the best-fit obtained from the combina-
tion of the two data is ⌧3/m3 = 5.01 ⇥ 10�12 s/eV. The
minimum �2 (�2

min) for NOvA, T2K and the combined
case are 10.38, 69.34 and 87.19, respectively, which are
slightly less than the standard oscillation fit, for which
the �2

min are 10.93, 70.39 and 88.65, respectively. There-
fore, the invisible decay scenario we consider in this work,
fits the data slightly better than the standard oscillation
case. The data sets also set a lower bound on the life-
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31L

4E

⌘
. (3)

In Eq. (3), there is an exponential suppression due to
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1. INTRODUCTION

The neutrino oscillation physics has entered its preci-
sion age. Among the six oscillation parameters associated
with the standard neutrino oscillation physics, �m2

21 and
✓12 have been measured precisely from the solar neutrino
experiments [1] and KamLAND [2]. The atmospheric
neutrino experiments [3] first showed evidence of ⌫µ � ⌫⌧
flavor transformation and gave a measurement of |�m2

32|
and ✓23. The mixing angle ✓13 is also now precisely de-
termined from reactor experiments DayaBay [4], Double
CHOOZ [5] and RENO [6]. Currently the unknown quan-
tities in the neutrino oscillation physics are the neutrino
mass hierarchy/ordering i.e., whether the lightest neu-
trino state is ⌫1 or ⌫3, the precise measurement of ✓23
and its octant and the CP-violating phase �CP . NOvA
[7, 8] and T2K [9] are the presently running long baseline
experiments. These are complimentary to the previous
experiments and are expected to shed light on the un-
known neutrino parameters.

The NOvA long-baseline experiment is in USA. The ⌫µ
flux is generated by the NuMI beam at Fermilab. The
experiment employs two identical Totally Active Scintil-
lator Detector (TASD) which are di↵erent only in terms
of their mass. The Near detector (ND) is a 100 m deep
290 ton detector while the Far Detector (FD) is on the
surface with mass 14 kton. The neutrino flux is measured
first at the ND located at 1 km away from the target. The
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neutrino beam is next detected at the FD situated 810
km away near Ash River, Minnesota at an o↵-axis angle
of 14.6 mrad. The 14.6 mrad o↵-axis location of the FD
gives a narrow energy spectrum at the FD with a peak
near 2 GeV, which is tuned close to the first oscillation
maximum at this baseline.

T2K (Tokai to Kamioka) is a long-baseline experiment
in Japan. Here the ⌫µ beam is produced at the J-PARC
accelerator complex in Japan by impinging a 30 GeV
proton beam onto a carbon target. This experiment also
employs a two detector set-up that are o↵-axis compared
to the beam direction. The neutrino produced from the
beam are detected first at the ND, ND280, at 280 m
from the target. The FD is the Super-Kamiokande de-
tected with fiducial mass 22.5 kton and situated 295 km
away from the source at 2.5� o↵-axis from the main beam
axis, giving a narrow beam peaked at around 600 MeV,
which for T2K’s baseline corresponds to the first oscilla-
tion maximum.

NOvA and T2K have both presented their initial re-
sults. The T2K experiment announced their first result
with 1.43 ⇥ 1020 protons on target (POT) on electron
appearance in 2011 [10]. With six observed electron can-
didate events and 1.5 expected backgrounds, T2K gave
the first direct evidence of non-zero ✓13 at 2.5� C.L. The
first results announcement on muon disappearance came
a year later in 2012 [11] with the same POT of 1.43⇥1020

and gave a best-fit of �m2
32 = 2.65 ⇥ 10�3 eV2 and

sin2 2✓23 = 0.98. The first anti-neutrino result from T2K
was published in [12], where they used ⌫̄µ beam with
4.01⇥ 1020 POT and obtained best fit of sin2 ✓23 = 0.45
and �m2

32 = 2.51 ⇥ 10�3 eV2, very consistent with the
measurements obtained using the ⌫µ beam. The T2K col-
laboration has published their results periodically since

at 3 sigma
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in Japan. Here the ⌫µ beam is produced at the J-PARC
accelerator complex in Japan by impinging a 30 GeV
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employs a two detector set-up that are o↵-axis compared
to the beam direction. The neutrino produced from the
beam are detected first at the ND, ND280, at 280 m
from the target. The FD is the Super-Kamiokande de-
tected with fiducial mass 22.5 kton and situated 295 km
away from the source at 2.5� o↵-axis from the main beam
axis, giving a narrow beam peaked at around 600 MeV,
which for T2K’s baseline corresponds to the first oscilla-
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of 14.6 mrad. The 14.6 mrad o↵-axis location of the FD
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in Japan. Here the ⌫µ beam is produced at the J-PARC
accelerator complex in Japan by impinging a 30 GeV
proton beam onto a carbon target. This experiment also
employs a two detector set-up that are o↵-axis compared
to the beam direction. The neutrino produced from the
beam are detected first at the ND, ND280, at 280 m
from the target. The FD is the Super-Kamiokande de-
tected with fiducial mass 22.5 kton and situated 295 km
away from the source at 2.5� o↵-axis from the main beam
axis, giving a narrow beam peaked at around 600 MeV,
which for T2K’s baseline corresponds to the first oscilla-
tion maximum.

NOvA and T2K have both presented their initial re-
sults. The T2K experiment announced their first result
with 1.43 ⇥ 1020 protons on target (POT) on electron
appearance in 2011 [10]. With six observed electron can-
didate events and 1.5 expected backgrounds, T2K gave
the first direct evidence of non-zero ✓13 at 2.5� C.L. The
first results announcement on muon disappearance came
a year later in 2012 [11] with the same POT of 1.43⇥1020

and gave a best-fit of �m2
32 = 2.65 ⇥ 10�3 eV2 and

sin2 2✓23 = 0.98. The first anti-neutrino result from T2K
was published in [12], where they used ⌫̄µ beam with
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in Japan. Here the ⌫µ beam is produced at the J-PARC
accelerator complex in Japan by impinging a 30 GeV
proton beam onto a carbon target. This experiment also
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tected with fiducial mass 22.5 kton and situated 295 km
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axis, giving a narrow beam peaked at around 600 MeV,
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didate events and 1.5 expected backgrounds, T2K gave
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Dependence on L and E

a wide range of L/E will have a better sensitivity to decay;
with larger L/Es being sensitive to smaller values of α and
vice versa. Atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments
fulfill this exact requirement. If we consider the neutrino
energy range of 0.5–25 GeV, atmospheric neutrinos will
span the L/E range of [0.6, 25484] (km/GeV) which
includes all possible baselines from 15 km to the Earth’s
diameter. The INO ICAL detector becomes relevant in this
context. Since ICAL can detect neutrinos in the range
0.5–25 GeV [59] and since it is an atmospheric neutrino
experiment, it will be sensitive to a wide range of α values.
As seen from Fig. 1 ICAL should give a sensitivity to
α ¼ 10−6 eV2 also. The sensitivity to low α values comes
from the low energy part of the spectrum, while the higher

energy parts of the spectrum will help us rule out larger
values of α.

B. Full three-flavor oscillations with decay
in Earth matter

We perform an exact numerical calculation of the
neutrino oscillation probabilities within the framework of
three-generation mixing and invisible decay of ν3. The
oscillation probabilities are computed in the presence of
Earth matter assuming the Preliminary Reference Earth
Model (PREM) density profile [72]. The oscillation prob-
abilities Pμμ, Peμ, P̄μμ and P̄eμ as a function of neutrino
energy for the baseline L ¼ 9700 km, for various values of
the decay parameter α3 and θ23 are shown in Fig. 2. The
following values have been used to generate these:
(1) δCP ¼ 0°
(2) θ12 ¼ 34.08°; θ23 ¼ 39°; 45°; 51°; θ13 ¼ 8.5°
(3) Δm2

21¼7.6×10−5 ðeV2Þ; jΔm2
32j¼2.4×10−3 ðeV2Þ

(4) α3 ¼ 0, 10−4, 10−3 ðeV2Þ.
First let us consider the effect of α3 alone for a given θ23.
The plots for α3 ¼ 0 correspond to the oscillation only
case and as the value of α3 increases the effect of decay
becomes prominent which can be seen from the figure. In
general the effect of decay is seen to be more for the lower
energy neutrinos. For the decay constant α3 ¼ 10−4 eV2,
the effect of decay increases and the neutrino probabilities
show significant depletion as compared to the no decay
case for neutrino energies up to ∼15 GeV. The presence
of decay reduces the oscillation amplitude near maxima
and elevates it near minima. As α3 increases to 10−3 eV2,
the survival probabilities of the neutrinos and antineu-
trinos show a difference over the entire energy range
considered. We also note that the effect of decay is mainly
to damp out the oscillatory behavior in the probabilities.
For the large decay case the oscillatory behavior is seen to
be largely washed out. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the
relative change in the oscillation probability due to decay
is more for P̄μμ than Pμμ whereas the relative change in
Peμ is more compared to that in P̄eμ. Hence, the con-
tribution to the α3 sensitivity χ2 will be more from
antineutrino events in the former case and neutrino events
in the latter case. However, since Pμμ and P̄μμ are the
dominant channels at ICAL, the major contribution to α3
sensitivity is expected to come from antineutrino events in
the present study.
Now let us look at the effect of θ23 alone for a given α3

value. The effect of θ23 is also to vary the oscillation
amplitude. In general, Pμμ and P̄μμ decrease with increase
in θ23. However beyond 13 GeV, for α3 ¼ 0 and 10−4 eV2,
θ23 ¼ 45° gives the lowest probability compared to
those for 39° and 51°, though the relative variation is
much less. From the plots in the lower panels of Fig. 2 we
see that Peμ and P̄eμ increase with θ23, the increase in Peμ is

TABLE I. Allowed ranges of L/E in km/GeV for two fixed
baselines 810 and 9700 km with detectable neutrino energies as
1–3 GeV and 0.5–25 GeV, respectively. The maximum and
minimum values of exp ð−αL/EÞ for various α values for these
L/E s are also shown.

L
(km)

L/E (min)
(km/GeV)

L/E (max)
(km/GeV)

α
(eV2)

expð−αL/EÞ
(min)

expð−αL/EÞ
(max)

810 270 810 10−3 0.016 0.254
10−4 0.663 0.872
10−5 0.959 0.986
10−6 0.996 0.998

9700 388 19400 10−3 0 0.14
10−4 0 0.82
10−5 0.37 0.98
10−6 0.91 1

L/E (km/GeV)
1 10 210 310 410 510 610

L
/E

)
α

ex
p(
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FIG. 1. The value of exp ð−αL/EÞ as a function of L/E for
different values of the decay parameter α. The red shaded region
denotes the L/E range accessible with NOνA narrow band
neutrino beam (E ¼ 1–3 GeV) the dashed blue shaded region
indicates the range for L ¼ 9700 km, when E is in the range
0.5–25 GeV.
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Atmospheric Neutrino Events

a. Effect of decay on the number of oscillated events: In Fig. 3, we show the zenith
angle distribution of the νµ and ν̄µ events for different values of the decay constant α3. The
four panels are for four different energy bins. The convention used in these plots is such
that cos θobsµ = [0, 1] indicates the up-coming neutrinos. It can be seen from the figure that
both νµ and ν̄µ events deplete with an increase in the value of α3. We also note that the
effect of decay is more prominent in the lower energy bins. With increase in energy, there
is no significant effect of decay on the number of events if the decay parameter is less than
10−4 eV2 as can be seen from the lower panels.
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FIG. 3: Oscillated νµ and ν̄µ events for each Eobs
µ bin as a function of cos θobsµ for α3 = 0, 1× 10−5

and 1× 10−4 eV2 . The other parameters are set to their central values as in Table II. It should be

noted that the y-axes are not the same. Only up-coming events (oscillated) are shown here.
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Sensitivity to Neutrino 
Lifetime

b. Sensitivity to the decay parameter α3: In this section, first the study of the sensitivity
of ICAL to α3 is presented with 500 kton-yr exposure of the detector taking normal hierarchy
(NH) as the true hierarchy. To that end, we simulate the prospective “data” for no decay
and fit it with a theory of oscillation plus decay. The corresponding χ2 is shown as a function
of α3(test) in the left panel of Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4: Expected sensitivity of ICAL to neutrino decay. The expected χ2 is shown as a function of
α3 (test) eV2 (left panel) and τ3/m3(test) (s/eV) (right panel) with 500 kton-yr exposure of ICAL.

The blue dashed curve is obtained for a fixed parameter fit while the blue solid one
corresponds to the sensitivity when the χ2 is marginalised over all oscillation parameters as
described in Section III. A comparison of the solid and dashed curves gives us an idea of the
impact of marginalisation over the oscillation parameters on the sensitivity of the experiment
to decay. From Fig. 4 it can be seen that with marginalisation of the oscillation parameters,
the sensitivity decreases as expected. The right panel shows the sensitivity to decay in
terms of τ3/m3 in s/eV. The expected sensitivity of ICAL to α3 are shown in Table III. The
corresponding values of τ3/m3 in units of s/eV are also given. Note that by sensitivity limit
we mean the value of α3 (τ3/m3) upto which ICAL can rule out neutrino decay.

Analysis type χ2 α3 (eV2) τ3/m3 (s/eV)

1 1.65×10−6 3.99×10−10

2.71 2.73×10−6 2.39×10−10

Fixed parameters 4 3.37×10−6 1.96×10−10

9 5.19×10−6 1.28×10−10

1 2.13×10−6 3.03×10−10

2.71 4.36×10−6 1.51×10−10

Marginalised 4 5.89×10−6 1.12×10−10

9 1.21×10−5 5.66×10−11

TABLE III: Sensitivity to α3 (eV2) and τ3/m3 (s/eV) with 500 kton year exposure of ICAL assuming
NH as the true hierarchy.
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The lower bound on τ3/m3 for the invisible decay scenario from MINOS data was shown
to be τ3/m3 > 2.8 × 10−12 (s/eV) at 90% C.L. This corresponds to an upper limit α3 <
2.35 × 10−4 eV2. Table III shows that ICAL is expected to tighten these bounds by two
orders of magnitude with just charged current νµ and ν̄µ events. At 90% C.L, ICAL with
marginalisation is expected to give a lower bound of τ3/m3 > 1.51 × 10−10 (s/eV) which
corresponds to α3 < 4.36× 10−6 eV2.

The expected sensitivity with fixed parameters as well as marginalisation for true IH are
shown in Fig. 5. At 90% C.L, the upper bound on α3 are α3 < 2.78 × 10−6 eV2 with fixed
parameters and α3 < 5.82 × 10−6 eV2 with marginalisation. These are only slightly worse
than the sensitivities obtained with true NH. In terms of τ3/m3, these limits translate as
the lower limits τ3/m3 > 2.42 × 10−10 s/eV and τ3/m3 > 1.14 × 10−10 s/eV for the fixed
parameter and marginalised cases, respectively. The expected sensitivity to α3 at different
C.L. with true IH is summarised in Table IV.
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FIG. 5: Bounds on the allowed values of (left) α3 eV2 (right) τ3/m3 (s/eV) with 500 kton year
exposure of ICAL with IH as true hierarchy. The comparison of results for fixed parameter and
marginalised cases is shown.

Analysis type χ2 α3 (eV2) τ3/m3 (s/eV)

1 1.65×10−6 4.35×10−10

2.71 2.78×10−6 2.42×10−10

Fixed parameters 4 3.43×10−6 1.97×10−10

9 5.31×10−6 1.25×10−10

1 2.97×10−6 2.21×10−10

2.71 5.82×10−6 1.14×10−10

Marginalised 4 7.82×10−6 8.44×10−11

9 1.58×10−5 4.21×10−11

TABLE IV: Sensitivity to α3 (eV2) and τ3/m3 (s/eV) with 500 kton year exposure of ICAL assuming
IH as the true hierarchy.
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Discovering Nu Decay

The analysis discussed above gives us the sensitivity to α3 when we fit a “data” with no
decay with a theory which has decay. On the other hand, if neutrinos indeed decay into sterile
components, and if the decay rate is large enough to be observed in ICAL, we will be able to
discover neutrino decay at this experiment. Therefore, we next estimate how much the decay
rate needs to be in order for ICAL to make this discovery. For this analysis, we simulate the
“data” with different values of α3 and fit it with a theory with no decay. The analysis was
done for 500 kton-yr exposure of ICAL for fixed parameters as well as with marginalisation
of the undisplayed parameters over their respective 3σ ranges. The results are shown in
Fig. 6 by the red-dashed curve for the fixed parameter case and the red-solid line for the
marginalized case. However, we find that for the discovery potential, the marginalization
has no effect and gives the same result as the fixed parameter case. We find that ICAL
will be able to discover neutrino decay at the 90% C.L. if α3 > 2.5 × 10−6 eV2. We also
plot the sensitivity curves, blue dashed (solid) lines for the fixed parameter (marginalized)
case, in this figure for a comparison between the ‘sensitivity” and “discovery” potential of
α3. We can see that the “sensitivity” and “discovery” limits of ICAL are very similar for
fixed parameter analysis. However for the marginalised case the “discovery potential” is
significantly higher than the “sensitivity” limit and is same as the fixed parameter case.
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FIG. 6: “Discovery potential” of α3 by ICAL with 500 kton year exposure assuming NH as the
true hierarchy, from fixed parameter and marginalised analyses.

The reason why the expected “sensitivity” limit worsens due to marginalisation while
the expected “discovery” limit does not can be understood as follows. For the “sensitivity”
analysis we generate the data for no decay and θ23 maximal and fit it with a theory where
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FIG. 8: Precision on sin2 θ23 in the presence and absence of invisible decay for (left) fixed parameter
case (right) marginalised case. The value of decay parameter α3 in “data” is taken to be 1 ×
10−5 eV2.

decay there are differences between the number of events for various θ23 values. For the case
of no decay this difference is less as compared to the case where decay is present. Comparing
the figures on the left and right panels one also observes that, the difference between the
number of events for θ23 = 39◦ and 45◦ is more in presence of decay and the curve for
θ23 = 45◦ is closer to 52◦. Now, in obtaining the precision plot the data is generated with
true θ23 = 45◦ and in theory the θ23 is kept fixed. For θ23 in the lower octant the difference
of the number of events with that for 45◦ being more in presence of decay, the χ2 for a θ23
in the lower octant will be higher as compared to the no decay case. On the other hand, for
θ23 in the higher octant the difference in the number of events with θ23 = 45◦ being less in
presence of decay, one gets a lower χ2 as compared to the no decay case. This explains why
the precision curve shifts towards higher θ23 values.

For the marginalised case, in the presence of decay the overall precision becomes worse
compared to the no decay case. The 1σ precision when decay is present is ∼10.85% whereas
for no decay it is ∼8.9%. This can be explained as follows. In the marginalised case, for
only oscillation we are trying to fit the “data” generated with θ23 = 45◦, varying the other
parameters in theory. In this case the θ13 can be adjusted to give a slightly lower χ2. In
presence of decay we generate the “data” for a particular non-zero α3 and θ23 = 45◦. But
now in theory we vary α3 as well as the other parameters. For θ23 in the lower octant, the
theory events will be higher than the “data” events as can be seen by comparing the events
in the second panel of Fig. 9. However, in this case the α3 can be increased to give a better
fit and a lower χ2. On the other hand for θ23 in the higher octant, the data events are higher
than the theory events and α3 can be decreased in theory to match the data better and give
a lower χ2. This explains the widening of the χ2 vs θ23 curve in presence of decay. Note
that this is more for the higher octant because the difference of the events for θ23 = 45◦ and
say 52◦ is less as compared to θ23 in the lower octant, say 39◦. This gives a lower χ2 thus
allowing more θ23 values in the higher octant.
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FIG. 9: Oscillated νµ events as a function of Eµ for (left) α3 = 0 eV2 and (right) α3 = 1×10−5 eV2

for θ23 = 39, 45 and 52◦.

B. Precision on |∆m2
32| in the presence of decay

: The precision on the magnitude of the mass square difference |∆m2
32| in the presence

and absence of invisible decay of ν3 is presented in Fig. 10. NH is taken as the true hierarchy.
The relative 1σ precision on |∆m2

32| with oscillations only and with decay is ∼2.5% for the
fixed parameter case. When marginalisation is done this becomes ∼2.6% for both the cases.
Thus it can be seen that the presence of decay does not affect the precision on |∆m2

32| much.
This is because decay mainly affects the amplitude of the oscillations and not the phase
which is determined by |∆m2

32|. The minimum and maximum values of sin2 θ23 at 2σs in the
presence and absence of decay are shown in Table VI.
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FIG. 10: Precision on |∆m2
32| in the absence and presence of invisible decay (left) fixed parameters

(right) with marginalisation.
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Impact on Mass Hierarchy 
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Conclusions
Neutrino decay can give a zenith angle dependent 
depletion of atmospheric events

The zenith angle and E spectra can thus be used to 
constrain and/or search for neutrino decay

Atmospheric neutrinos with their wide E and L range are 
very suitable for these searches

Presence of decay will affect the theta23 measurements - 
range as well as octant in all experiments

Presence of decay will affect mass hierarchy measurement 
in atmospheric neutrino experiments 


